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John Pagacs 
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20070639 

Dear Mr Hatfield 

EXCLUSIVE DEALING NOTIFICATION LODGED BY TECHTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 

We refer to your letter dated 11 April 2008 and the Exclusive Dealing Notification lodged by 
Techtronic Industries Australia Pty Ltd (Techtronic) on 29 February 2008 (the Notification). 

In your letter dated 11 April 2008 the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) has asked Techtronic to explain further the purpose of entering into the 
arrangements that have been notified and to provide copies of documents that show this 
purpose. We set out below our answers and the information you have requested. 

PURPOSE 

Techtronic instructs us that its purposes for entering into the arrangements that have been 
notified are as follows: 

1. to provide a better shopping and product usage experience for consumers (referred to 
as the Product Support Services in the Notification); 

2. to be able to provide RyobiTM Tools to Bunnings at a competitive price even when the 
costs of the raw materials and the cost of manufacture of the RyobiTM Tools is 
increasing; 
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3. to be able to provide Bunnings with a range of RyobiTM Tools that are properly 
supported in order to assist Bunnings to compete with other retailers; 

4. to decrease costs associated with the national warehousing, delivery and sale of 
RyobiTM Tools; and 

5.  to increase total sales of RyobiTM Tools by delivering a better shopping and product 
usage experience. 

EVIDENCE OF PURPOSE 

The arrangements between Bunnings Group Limited (Bunnings) and Techtronic, that are the 
subject of exclusive dealing notifications N93330 and N93331, were arrived at through a 
series of meetings and negotiations between Techtronic and Bunnings that took place over an 
extended period. The purpose of the notified conduct is evidenced by internal 
communications between the senior management of Techtronic and by a presentation from 
Techtronic to Bumings in October 2007. 

We attach the following: 

1. copy of email from Herbert Hermens (Managing Director, Techtronic) to David Butts 
(Techtronic head office - Hong Kong) on 18 June 2007 with subject "Australian 
Results" (the 'Australian Results Email'); 

2. copy of email from Herbert Hermens to Scott Kelly (Business Development Manager, 
Techtronic) and Greg Borland (General Manager - Sales & Marketing, Techtronic) on 
24 July 2007 with subject "Confidential" (the 'Costs Email'); and 

3. copy of email from Herbert Hermens to Greg Borland and Scott Kelly on 30 July 2007 
with subject "Your comments!!!" (the 'Second Costs Email'); and 

4. copy of part of a presentation from Techtronic to Bunnings in October 2007 (the "In 
Store Support Services"). 

Each of the above emails and documents have been forwarded by Techtronic to, and printed 
by, our office staff. 

Restraint of Publication 

The above emails contain sensitive commercial information. Techtronic claims restraint of 
publication for all of the "Costs Email", the "Second Costs Email" and part of the "Australian 
Results Emai17'and "In Store Support Services" presentation on the grounds that the 
documents contain sensitive commercial information. We have marked the sections of the 
"Australian Results Email" and the "In Store Support Services" presentation for which 
restraint of publication for part is claimed. We ask that the "Costs Email", the "Second Costs 
Email'.' and the marked sections of the "Australian Results Email" and the "In Store Support 
Services" presentation be excluded from the public record. 

We attach redacted copies of the emails'that have the marked sections erased. 

The Australian Results Email 

As a result of the ongoing negotiations between Bunnings and Techtronic, Techtronic 
prepared a number of costs scenarios reflecting a possible exclusivity arrangement between 
Bumings and Techtronic for the Ryobi TM Tools. The Australian Results Email contains 
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three 'scenarios'. Scenario 'A' contains the costs associated with continuing to do business 
under the arrangements that existed at the time. Scenario 'C' contains the Selling and 
Distribution costs forecast if Techtronic were to distribute its products through a single 
national retailer (referred to as the "one customer model"). 

We note that the forecast savings for Selling and Distribution Expenses, as a result of 
changing from the arrangements that existed at the time (that is, selling through many 
distributors), to the proposed one customer model (that is, the possible appointment of 
Bunnings as the exclusive distributor of RyobiTM Tools) was in excess of $2.2 million in a 12 
month period. 

The Australian Results Email shows that Techtronic's purpose for entering into the notified 
arrangements included the purpose of decreasing costs associated with the national 
warehousing, delivery and sale of RyobiTM Tools. 

The Costs Email 

By July 2007 Techtronic and Bunnings had not yet determined how a proposed alliance 
would work. However, during these negotiations, Techtronic was facing considerable 
increases to the cost of the RyobiTM Tools that Techtronic imported and sold in Australia. In 
late July 2007 Mr Hermens received an email from Mr Marc Hill at Techtronic's head office 
setting out the likely cost increases that Techtronic could expect. Mr Hermens extracted Mr 
Hill's email and sent the Costs Email to each of his senior managers. Depending on the 
product, the expected price increases'in 2007 for the production of RyobiTM Tools was 
between 3% to 8% due to the rising cost of raw materials and the reduced VAT rebate in the 
country of manufacture. The Costs Email shows the market conditions in which Techtronic 
was operating and provides a background for the Second Costs Email. 

The Second Costs Email 

The Second Costs Email is a draft response prepared by Mr Hermens to the email he received 
from Mr Marc Hill. This draft response was sent to Techtronic's senior managers for 
comment. In this response Mr Hermens states that: 

"In our discussions with Bunnings it was made clear that positive price movements 
could put our izegotiations under pressure." 

The Second Costs Email shows that Bunnings was expecting that the price of the RyobiTM 
Tools, following the commencement of the notified conduct, would decrease or remain in line 
with market movements. Mr Hermens knew that Techtronic wanted to be able to provide 
RyobiTM Tools to Bunnings at a competitive price, even when the costs of manufacture of the 
RyobiTM Tools was increasing, and decided to make his head office aware of this situation. 

Techtronic submits that the Costs Email and Second Costs Email show that: 

1. Techtronic's costs were rising in mid to late 2007; 

2. Techtronic's head office was recommending that each subsidiary raise the price of its 
goods; 

3. Bunnings had told Techtronic that it expected price reductions or prices to remain or 
remain in line with market movements for the RyobiTM Tools in order to make the 
RyobiTM Tools more competitive; 
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4. Techtronic believed that Bunnings would be reluctant to enter into the notified 
conduct unless the price of the RyobiTM Tools was decreased or remained in line with 
market movements; and 

5. Techtronic intended to be able to provide RyobiTM Tools to Bumings at a competitive 
price, even when the costs of manufacture of the RyobiTM Tools was increasing. 

The Second Costs Email makes reference to pricing information regarding Bosch, Makita, 
Black & Decker, GMC and Talon. This "pricing information" came from various retailers 
and did not come directly from Bosch, Makita, Black & Decker, GMC, Talon or Bunnings. 
According to our instructions, it would appear that various retailers were "playing" one 
supplier against the other with the view to securing the best pricing arrangements possible. 

In-Store Support Services 

Senior management of Techtronic delivered a presentation to senior staff of Bumings in 
October 2007. That presentation included a slide presentation, which slide presentation set 
out an overview of the In-Store Support Services that would be provided by Techtronic. The 
In-Store Support Services (referred to as the Product Support Services in the Notification) 
were designed to develop the knowledge base of Bumings team members and to provide 
consumers with the best service and advice for RyobiTM Tools. The purpose of the In-Store 
Support Services or Product Support Services was to deliver a better shopping and product 
usage experience for consumers and to ensure that Techtronic was properly supporting 
Bunnings. In order to achieve this, Techtronic was proposing' the introduction of a "Samurai 
Training Academy". As evidenced by the attached slide, the stated purpose was: "Develop 
the knowledge base of Bunnings team members to provide consumers with best service and 
advice for power tools and power garden tools". 

The In-Store Support Services that were proposed in the October 2007 presentation evolved, 
after further negotiations, to eventually become the "Product Support Services" referred to in 
the Notification. 

Summary 

It is important to note that only the  obi^ Tools are the subject of the proposed exclusive 
arrangement between Bumings and Techtronic. Techtronic has a number of other brands, 
such as AEG and Milwaukee, which will continue to be sold via other retailers throughout 
Australia. 

In summary: 

1. the In Store Support Services presentation shows that Techtronic wanted to deliver a 
better point of sale shopping and product usage experience for consumers; 

2. the Australian Results Email shows that Techtronic wanted to save Selling and 
Distribution expenses by distributing RyobiTM Tools through a single national retailer 
(the one customer model); 

3. the Costs Email shows that Techtronic was facing rising raw material and production 
costs for the RyobiTM Tools; and 

4. the Second Costs Email shows that: 
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(a) Techtronic believed that Bunnings was not prepared to accept an increase in 
price from Techtronic for the RyobiTM Tools; and 

(b) Techtronic wanted to remain price competitive by absorbing the increase in 
raw material and production costs by saving Selling and Distribution expense 
associated with the existing distribution system. 

The purpose of the notified conduct was to enable Techtronic to absorb increasing production 
costs while remaining price competitive and increasing the volume of sales of RyobiTM Tools 
by delivering an improved point of sale shopping experience to the customer. 

If you have any questions, please contact Andrew Seaton on (02) 9458 7632 or John Pagacs 
on (02) 9458 7006. 

Yours faithfully 
AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS LAWYERS 
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'rorn: Herbert Hermens [IMCEAEX- 
- 0=FIRST+200RGANIZATION~OU=FIRST+20ADMlNISTRATIVE+20GROUP~CN=RECIPIENTS~CN=HERBERT+2EHERMENS@ttibrands.com.au] 

ient: 18/06/2007 1 1 :51 AM 

0: David Butts 
:c: Jocson Co (HKDIR); Frank Chan Chi Chung (HKDIR); Praveen Prasad; Scott Kelly; Greg Borland 

;ubject: Australian Results 

nportance: High 

David below is three scenarios' that we have considered as a consequence of your various requests. 

Scenario A: Takes into account the likely results this year with some adjustments to cost as proposed last week. (This scenario takes into account that all product 
request promised will be received on time, and as a result should not impact on the volume line.) 

Scenario B: Is the model that takes into account the savings requested by you in all areas. (This scenario takes into account that all product request promised will 
be received on time and assumes that the restructuring will not have any more of an effect on the volume and cost than that imagined 

Scenario C: Is the model likely if the Bunnings strategic alliance is achieved (this scenario takes into account that all product request promised will be received 
on time, BUT it does not take into account likely volume increases as committed by Bunnings 

We should hear from Bumings over the next few days, 
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From: Herbert Hermens [IMCEAEX- 
- 0=FIRST+200RGANIZATION_OU=FIRST+20ADMINISTRATlVE+2OGROUPCN=REClPlENTS~CN=HERBE 

Sent: 24/07/2007 8:53 AM 

To : Scott Kelly; Greg Borland 

Cc: Praveen Prasad 

Subject: CONFIDENTIAL 

Importance: High 

L 

EXCLUDED FROM 
PUBLIC REGISTER 
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Kind Regards 

Herbert. G.J. Hermens 
Managing Director 
Techtronic lndustries Australia Pty Ltd 
Techtronic lndustries NZ Pty Ltd 
Phone:+61 2 8892 1877 
Fax: +61 2 9897 71 11 
Mobile: 0438 133 809 
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From: Herbert Hermens [IMCEAEX- 
- ~=FIRST+~~~RGANIZATION~OU=FIRST+~~ADMINISTRAT~VE+~ORUPCN=REC~PENTS~CN=HERBERT~ 

Sent: 30/07/2007 9:57 AM 

To : Greg Borland; Scott Kelly 

Subject: Your comments!!! 

EXCLUDED FROM 
PUE!%IC REG!STER 

Kind Regards 
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Herbert. G.J. Hermens 
Managing Director 
Techtronic lndustries Australia Pty Ltd 
Techtronic lndustries NZ Pty Ltd 
Phone:+6l 2 8892 1877 
Fax: +61 2 9897 71 11 
Mobile: 0438 133 809 



Develop the knowledge base of Bunnings team members to provide consumers 
with best service and advice for Power Tools and Power Garden Tools. 

In-store Component On-line Component 
5 PT & 3 PG Core Modules Protected site for Bunnings 

each consisting of 3 sub team members 
categories 

Access to written and visual 
Delivered in-store between 6- training modules 

8pm. (multiple stores attending) 
On-line multiple choice 

150 formal training nights 
annually. 

Informal training sessions during 
store visits 

Written & visual component 

Multiple choice knowledge test 

Accreditation based on modules 
comoleted 

questionnaire 

Accreditation based on modules 
completed 




